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scientific discussions and correction suggestions, and to also express thanks to the editors.
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1. Introduction

The authors would like to thank the comment by Diego M. Juela for contributing to
helpful scientific discussion and correction suggestions [1], and to also express thanks to
the editors. The corresponding reply on the comments are listed as the following aspects.

2. Reply
2.1. The Bohart–Adams Model

For the first comment point: “the exponential function of the Bohart-Adams model”,
indeed, we need to rectify the sign in “Equation (2) of original paper” which should be “−“
instead of “+”, as corrected below.

Y = exp (kt−b) (1)

To be complemented, the practical modeling calculations we performed with
Equation (2) were in the form of “Y = exp(kt−b)” in the original paper, the described
modelling results in Table 2 was conducted with the right function format, but the edit-
ing and inputting errors were regretful, and we will correct these points. Furthermore,
some expressions and typing errors mentioned by Diego M. Juela will be updated in a
correction paper.

2.2. The Bohart–Adams, Yoon–Nelson, and Thomas Model

The value of the references related to the logistic model [2], as well as the suggestions
of Diego M. Juela about the application of the logistic model during fittings are important.
However, considering that there were some debating voices concerning this logistic model
during the review stage and after the acceptance of our paper [3,4], whether the normalized
logistic models or the used exponential functions were the best fitting models needs to be
professionally discussed. We believe that this would be a meaningful scientific problem
worthy of further study. Nevertheless, we are thankful for the important comment of Diego
M. Juela.
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